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IMPORTANT DATES
NOVEMBER
TUES 12TH NOV
GR 5/6 SCIENCE EXPO
WED 13TH NOV
GR 5/6 SCIENCE EXPO
WED 13TH NOV
PREP 2020 INFORMATION EVENING
THURS 14TH NOV
ABORIGINAL CREATIVITY INCURSION
1M, 2G, PREP N, 5/6C
FRI 15TH NOV
PREP - 2 SWIMMING WEEK 5
MON 18TH NOV
ABORIGINAL CREATIVITY INCURSION
5/6R, 3/4D, 3/4M
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WED 20TH NOV
SUSHI SPECIAL LUNCH DAY
WED 20TH NOV
ABORIGINAL CREATIVITY INCURSION
3/4A, 5/6H, 5/6M, 2T

Michael Kent - PRINCIPAL
FRI 22ND NOV

Hello everyone and I hope you have all enjoyed the recent Melbourne Cup long
weekend.
Amazingly, we’ve found our way to November already and the school calendar
is full of fantastic opportunities and celebrations in the remaining weeks of
school.
One of these celebrations will be the annual December school reports. Staff
have commenced their tireless work in preparing these and our recent
curriculum day was focussed around these reports. I find myself being regularly
and pleasantly surprised at the learning gains made by our students. Learning
is a fluid process that endures the ebbs and flows of numerous factors; but to
observe the overall progress that is made throughout a year is amazing. As a
staff we regularly monitor the progress of student learning so that we can
continue to cater for the emergent needs of each child in every classroom.

PREP - 2 SWIMMING WEEK 6
FRI 22ND NOV
GR 1 DINNER
TUES 26TH NOV
ABORIGINAL CREATIVITY INCURSION
3/4B, PREP B, 2EH, PREP M
WED 27TH
PREP TRANSITION NUMBER 1
FRI 29TH NOV
ABORIGINAL CREATIVITY INCURSION
1/2BT, PREP I, 1D
FRI 29TH NOV
PREP - 2 SWIMMING WEEK 7

DECEMBER
However when we come towards the end of a year we have the chance to see
just how far a student has come since the same time last year. I’m sure you’ll
find these reports comprehensive and informative. These will be coming home
in the final week of school.
Looking ahead on the calendar, I ask you to pencil Friday 13th December for
our Annual Family Fun Night. This will be a great opportunity to come together
to share in some social time at the end of the year. Further details will
follow in coming weeks.

SUN 1ST DEC
WHPS CAR BOOT SALE
WED 4TH DEC
GR 5/6 BAZZAR
THURS 5TH DEC
PREP TRANSITION NUMBER 2
THURS 12TH DEC
PREP TRANSITION NUMBER 3
FRI 13TH DEC
FAMILY FUN NIGHT
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FRIDAY 20TH DEC
LAST DAY OF SCHOOL - 1.30PM FINISH
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In the coming weeks we have lots of wonderful learning opportunities and activities happening in and around
the school. Some of these include:
· Year 1/2 Puppet show and workshop incursion
· Koorie incursion for all students focussing on story telling via the Library sessions
· Continuation of the Prep-2 swimming program each Friday
· Women in AFL workshop and Q&A with AFLW players – whole school via PE program
· Year 5/6 ArtVo excursion focussing on creativity
· 2020 Prep information evening
· Year 1 Dinner as part of our camping program
· Year 5/6 Science Fair and Expo – for parents and students
· Special Food Day
· Prep drama toolbox incursions
· Prep Gardening project
This is a great compliment to our staff whom continue to provide a rich and engaging curriculum program for all
students. We are fortunate to have such a dedicated team whom inspire and support our children every day.
Koorie Incursion
We are excited to provide a rich learning opportunity for our students over coming weeks. We will welcome Aboriginal
Senior, Charles Pakana to the school as he works with each class during library sessions over the next 3 weeks (over
different days) for a fantastic Aboriginal creativity incursion. The sessions will include Charles discussing the
importance of creativity in Aboriginal culture and how it was used for communication of stories, traditions and tribal
laws by the use of games, dance and art. Charles will also touch on how he came to write his own dreamtime story
about his totem the Magpie and how important dreamtime stores are to his culture. The timetable and dates for all
grades is listed bellow.
Thursday 14th November
9am – 10am = 1M;
10am – 11am = 2G;
11.30am – 12.30pm = Prep N;
12.30pm – 1.30pm = 5/6C
Monday 18th November
10am – 11am = 5/6R;
11.30am – 12.30pm = 3/4D;
12.30pm – 1.30pm = 3/4M
Wednesday 20th November
9am – 10am = 3/4A;
10am – 11am = 5/6H;
11.30am – 12.30pm = 5/6M;
12.30pm – 1.30pm = 2G
Tuesday 26th November
9am – 10am = 3/4B;
10am – 11am = Prep B;
11.30am – 12.30pm = 2EH;
12.30pm – 1.30pm = Prep M
Friday 29th November
9pm – 10am = 1/2BT;
10am – 11am = Prep I;
11.30am – 12.30pm = 1D
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School Fees
Please be reminded to ensure that your 2019 school fees are finalised as we want for all students to participate in the
great activities that remain for the 2019 school year.
2020 Fees
We are very proud of the educational programs and the learning opportunities and activities that are on offer at
Watsonia Heights Primary School. We are focussed on providing your children with a comprehensive, fully resourced
and up to date education in a clean and safe environment. We also provide rewarding educational experiences in
Programs such as Camps, Sport, Excursions, Incursions, Swimming, Instrumental music, Library program etc.. We
strive to provide great memories for your children to fondly look back on. We plan for all students to access the
curriculum and in all cases there are opportunities for support and extension as required. School Council has recently
completed its annual review of the Parent Payment Policy and school fees.The cost of essential items remains the
same in 2020.
Next week we will send home the 2020 school fee documentation. Please note that there have been some changes to
payment options and timelines for next year. We trust this will make our payment more transparent and allow for
students to maximise their participation in planned programs and activities.
Please note that we require the form to be completed, signed and returned to the office no later than Thursday 12th
December 2018. This doesn’t need to have any payments attached but it does allow us to establish individualised
payment schedules for next year. Of course, parents are welcomed to pay their 2020 fees prior to the end of the year.
Growth
Looking ahead to next year we are expecting some further growth within our school. We have capped
enrolments to for our incoming Prep students and are expecting around 80 new students to our school. Within this
growth we are welcoming a new portable to accommodate our 19 classes. This new portable will be located behind
the canteen. This will provide an opportunity to accommodate further new portables in coming years as our school
continues to grow. This will become a great learning pod for multiple classrooms in years to come. We are a school of
choice for many local families and we are proud of our amazing students and wonderful parent community that makes
our school attractive and a destination school.
Thanks for your feedback
Thank you to the parents who have provided feedback to our recent Curriculum Survey. Your input is greatly
appreciated and we will use your feedback to support the upcoming and ongoing development/enhancement of our
school and the programs and processes within it.
Remembrance Day (11th November) marks the anniversary of the armistice which ended the First World War
(1914–18). Each year Australians observe one minute silence at 11am on 11th November, in memory of those who
died or suffered in all wars and armed conflicts.
To help commemorate this important occasion our school leaders will be sharing in the ceremonies at the Watsonia
RSL on the 11th. This will allow our school be represented via the delivery of a special reading to the gathered
audience and the laying of a commemorative wreath. Parents and friends are most welcomed to join in this important
community event and share in this notable day on Australia’s calendar. We remember those whom made the ultimate
sacrifice for our country and also we take time to acknowledge the ongoing efforts of those special people whom
continue to serve our great nation.
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The Poppy Appeal
The Red Poppy emblem is symbolic of those who have fallen in times of war and the Poppy Appeal is run in the lead
up to Remembrance Day. The Poppy Appeal contributes significantly to the fundraising work of the RSL. The largest
fundraising activity of the Appeal is the sale of poppies beginning in late October each year. Poppies are available in
various denominations and the money raised is used to assist both current and former serving members of the
Australian and Allied defence forces and their dependents when in need. The RSL encourages all Australians
to purchase a poppy and 'Remember in November.'
Transition
As we look ahead to next year we are very mindful to ensure a smooth and supported transition for students as they
move on to their next year level. As a part of this process we will be having a few transition sessions in coming weeks.
There will be three sessions of an hour in duration where students will be mixed up into different groups to simulate
2020 classes. These groups are not necessarily the class group for next year, but more an opportunity for children to
prepare for the ensuing change and also to get to know some students from different classes and year levels.
The teacher whom takes these groups is NOT the teacher of this year level or class in 2020. We take this opportunity
as a staff to spread around and take different groups of students. In the coming weeks we will be able to finalise the
grade lists and also confirm the teachers that will be teaching each class.
Prep Gardening program
Next Tuesday, November 12th, something very exciting is happening outside the Prep Building! We have a team
from Bunnings Eltham coming out to help us plant three of the garden areas outside the Prep Building with beautiful
new native plants. They will also be helping us to make paths and seats to make a friendship circle.
If you are particularly handy, and think you could help out with making bench seats with treated pine and would like to
come along and help make our school look amazing, please email nestor.lainie.l@edumail.vic.gov.au
Our Bunnings team will arrive at 8am and be here all day, so if you have time to spare, especially in the morning it
would be most helpful.
Also, if you would just like to come along and help with digging, planting or mulching you are most welcome, we just
ask that you please also contact nestor.lainie.l@edumail.vic.gov.au so we have an idea of numbers.
We can't wait for the school community to see our fantastic new spaces!
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Community service
This year has been amazing year for student agency and action. We have had numerous students who have made
conscious decisions to help and support the wider community and some non for profit organisations.
Students have generated fundraising opportunities of their own focus and implemented a mature and logical
approach to their work. One of the recent examples has been from Eysha Dennison who rallied our school
community to raise funds for a cause close to her heart, supporting the orangutans of Borneo.
Please see the personal letter sent from President, Tony Gilding:
Thank you so much for your generous donation of $447.35 to Borneo Orangutan Survival Fund. Your generosity is
helping to rescue and care for Bornean orangutans and the conservation of their habitat.
Orangutans are endangered and at risk of extinction. Habitat destruction means hundreds of orphan orangutans
need care every year.
Orangutans have lost approximately 80% of their habitat in the past 20 years through illegal logging and the
expansion of palm oil plantations. We care for over 700 orangutans, most of whom are victims of the expanding palm
oil industry and the illegal pet trade.
Thank you for being part of the solution and ensuring the survival of these incredible primates.
For more information on how your donation is helping to make a difference in the lives of so many in our community,
we invite you to visit our website at www.orangutans.com.au.
Tony Gilding
President
Another example has been from Audrey Novak whom has created her own website and rallied the local community
and our school to support the ‘Shave for Cure’ movement, raising funds for cancer research. Again, Audrey has been
inspirational in her endeavours to raise awareness and funds for a wonderful cause. She has initiated a number of
fund raising initiatives and one of these occurred this week, when students at school purchased tape to secure Mrs.
Rancie to the wall of our canteen building. (SO much thanks to Mrs. Rancie for getting involved and supporting this
cause).
We very much appreciate all of the students and families whom continue to support and contribute to empowering
our amazing students in making a difference!

Sunsmart
A reminder that this term we are enforcing our ‘NO HAT NO PLAY’ policy. Therefore children are asked to bring their
hats (clearly named).
Regards,
Michael
Success Teamwork Respect Individuality Visionary Effort !!
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Across The AP's Desk...
Tony Ryan- Assistant Principal
Anxiety and other mental health concerns amongst primary aged children are increasingly being reported. It is
positive that the issue is receiving greater societal discussion and the community is more willing to seek help and
discuss the issues being faced. Having said this, the prevalence of these mental health issues is growing quickly
and many more resources will need to be invested in this area of our health system in the years ahead for the
system to cope. The following information is provided on the Beyond Blue website and I think it provides some
positive suggestions on how to assist students struggling with anxiety.
Anxiety
Anxiety is part of our survival
instinct. When we’re faced with a
threatening situation, our brains
and bodies respond by kicking into
safety mode. Our adrenalin starts
pumping, helping us get ready to
escape the danger. However some
people, including children, react
more quickly or intensely to
situations they find threatening, or
find it harder to get their anxious
feelings under control. Some kids
also perceive the world to be
scarier or more dangerous than
What is ‘normal’ anxiety in kids?
others.
Fearful and anxious behaviour is common in children – especially as they come across new situations and
experiences. Most children learn to cope with different fears and worries. However, they may need some extra
support when: ·
they feel anxious more than other children of a similar age
anxiety stops them participating in activities at school or socially
anxiety interferes with their ability to do things that other children their age can do
their fears and worries seem out of proportion to the issues in their life.

10 Strategies To Try

1. Start by slowing down
Encourage your child to take some slow, deep breaths to calm the physical effects of anxiety. Practice together by
breathing in for three seconds, holding for three seconds, then out for three. Once they're feeling a bit calmer, you
can talk through what's worrying them.
2. Make time to worry
Setting aside some designated time to deal with worries can stop anxious thoughts from taking over. Try creating a
daily ritual called ‘worry time’, and encourage children to draw or write down whatever’s bothering them. You can
make the activity a bit more fun by decorating a ‘worry box’ or building a ‘worry wall’ out of post-its. When the time
is up – after 10 to 15 minutes – shut the worries up in the box or tear them off the wall and say goodbye to them for
the day.
3. Climb that ladder
Instead of skirting the scary situation, you could try a technique called ‘laddering’ – breaking down worries into
manageable chunks and gradually working towards a goal. Let’s say your child is afraid of water and swimming.
Instead of avoiding the pool, create some mini-goals to build their confidence. Start out by just sitting and watching
other kids swimming. As they feel more comfortable get them to try dangling their legs in the water, then standing
in the shallow end, and so on.
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4. Encourage positive thinking
Kids with anxiety often get stuck on the worst-case scenario or 'what ifs' in any situation. You can help them shift
these thinking patterns by:
reminding them of times they've dealt with similar issues in the past and how things worked out OK
helping them to challenge the scary thought with facts and evidence. For example, we know that crocodiles
can't survive under our bed
make a plan for how they'll respond if things don't go as they'd like.
5. Have a go
Anxious kids often worry about making mistakes or not having things perfect. This can lead to them
avoiding situations or activities – they’d rather sit out than get it wrong. Emphasise giving new things a try
and having fun over whether something’s a success or failure.
6. Model helpful coping
Don’t just tell your child how to overcome emotions – show them. When you get anxious or stressed,
verbalise how you’re coping with the situation: “This looks a bit scary, but I’ll give it a go.” And hey, you
might even knock off one of your own fears.
7. Help your child take charge
Think about what you can do to make your child feel like they have some control over the scary situation.
For example, if your child gets anxious about intruders, make shutting and locking their bedroom window
part of their night-time responsibilities.
8. Be upfront about scary stuff
Lots of kids have worries about death, war, terrorism or things they see on the news. This is all really
normal. Talk through their fears and answer any questions truthfully. Don’t sugar-coat the facts – try and
explain what’s happening in a way that puts their fears in perspective.
9. Be BRAVE
Check out BRAVE – a free online program to help kids cope with worries and anxiety. There’s a tailored
version for younger kids (eight-12), one for teens (12-17) and an accompanying program for parents.
10. And finally, check your own behaviour
Kids pick up all sorts of signals from the adults in their lives, so have a think about the messages you’re
sending. Over-protective family members can inadvertently reinforce children’s fears that the world is a
dangerous place where everything can hurt you. Similarly, parents who ‘over-help’ are subconsciously
telling their kids that they can’t do anything without adult support.If you’re prone to ‘helicoptering’, try taking
a step back and waiting next time before you jump in. It can be hard seeing your child distressed, but
figuring things out for themselves is an important step in building resilience.
I encourage members of our community dealing with an anxious child to seek the support of your GP and to
investigate what resources are available. I am also happy for parents to make contact with myself to
discuss concerns related to our students and how we as a school can best support them.

Questions of the Week:
“Can you remember a time when you overcame
a fear? Describe it."
"How did you feel after you faced this fear and
had success?”
Have a great weekend everyone.
Tony
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Wominjeka from Kathryne Campara

Our Term 3 Chess Champions
Congratulations Kristian, Maggie, Oliver and Brody who took out our Chess Club awards for Term 3.
Chess Club meets every Wednesday lunchtime in the Library and is lots of fun!

Congratulations to our 41 Picture Story Book Author/Illustrators!
Thank you to our 41 budding author/illustrators who have entered the WHPS Picture Storybook
Competition!
Wow, wow, wow! It has really closed off our 2019 W.H.P.S Writers Festival with a BANG and what
talented writers and illustrators we have in our school (and thank goodness I am not judging!).
All the amazing entries have now been handed over to the wonderful Librarians at the Watsonia
Library, who have the mammoth job of shortlisting to our 10 finalists.
The voting will then be in the hands of our picture storybook loving Prep students, who will enjoy
each of the 10 finalist books during their Library session, before deciding on their favourite.
We are so excited and can't wait to give the jam packed, 174 piece art set to the winner!
In addition to this great prize, the 10 shortlisted Picture Storybook competition finalists will receive
a Scholastic Bookclub voucher.
Thank you for supporting your budding author/illustrators in creating their wonderful stories and
celebrating their love of books!
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Wominjeka from Kathryne Campara

Letters to our Defence Force Members
As we approach Remembrance Day on Monday we have taken the time to think about how grateful we
are for the men and women of the Australian Defence Force.
We have discussed the significance of 11th of November and thought about not only those who have
lost their lives, but also the men and women who currently serve our country in the Australian
Defence Force.
Each grade has taken the time to reflect and show gratitude of the significance of becoming an
Australian Defence Force member (and give up so much time away from their family and friends) to
ensure Australia remains such a wonderful place to live.
Each grade has written letters or drawn pictures to currently serving members who are based in both
Australia and overseas. In partnership with Watsonia RSL we will mail these off in the next week and
show our defence forces that we are thinking of them here at W.H.P.S.
Here is a snapshot from some of our writing:
Dear Defence Force Member, You inspire me! You leave your family and friends to protect mine and
my friends. - Libby Gr 6
I just wanted to say how grateful I am for the things you do for our country - Elisha Gr 5
You should be proud of yourself. You are a legend! - Michaela Gr 2
i think you are an awesome person for being in the army - Kristian Gr 2
I am so glad that you sacrifice so much for us average Aussies - Cian Gr 5
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GRADE 5/6 CAMP
Our Grade 5 & 6 students enjoyed four action packed days at Camp
Coonawarra! Nestled in bushland near Bairnsdale, our camp overlooked a lake
and had its very own horse stables and pool. This ensured lots of thrills and
spills both in and out of the water.
Our students had a amazing time whizzing through the air on the giant swing
and flying fox, tackling the heights of the high ropes course and climbing wall,
challenging themselves with canoeing and raft making, riding the dusty trails on
some very friendly horses and taking a refreshing dip in the pool. Evening
activities included a night time wildlife walk, campfire, movie/games night and
lakeside disco. A great time was had by all at Camp Coonawarra!
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HAPPENINGS IN 5/6
It has been a very busy start to Term 4 in the 5/6 area. Following on from our fantastic
smoothie incursion, students are busily researching, pitching, promoting and
designing their goods and services, that will be on sale for our upcoming Bizarre Bazaar!
Home projects have been given to all students and the requirements and rubrics have
been posted on compass. Parents and carers are encouraged to touch base with
their child and assist them as required.
In Science, students are also busy concocting recipes and experiments that will be
available for students at the Science Fair!
We also have the following up coming dates to put in your calendar…..
Wednesday 13th Nov – Artvo excursion
Friday 15th Nov – WAFL star Christina Bernadi coming to WHPS!
Tuesday 19th and Thursday 21st Nov - Science Fair
Wednesday 4th Dec – Bizarre Bazaar!
Friday 6th Dec – Home projects due
Wednesday 11th Dec – Grade 6 fun day!
Wednesday 18th Dec – Grade 6 Graduation @ Watsonia RSL
Friday 20th Dec – Last day of school for 2019!

Students busily working on their Bazaar Inquiry projects.
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LAUREN BRAZZALE
CARLTON FOOTBALL
CLUB
Amanda Macellari - Physical Education Teacher

Today we had Lauren Brazzale visit the Prep-Grade 2 students at Watsonia Heights. We
were so luck to have the superstar share her story from a little girl on her journey to
becoming an athlete.
Lauren was drafted in 2016 to the Carlton Womens Football club being pick #62. Lauren
started her journey playing soccer as she was unable to continue her football career as a
young girl, then went on to play Women’s football at RMIT for the Redbacks and then for
the Diamond Creek Women’s Football Club. Her story inspired us all with the promotion
of Women in Sport (breaking down gender stereotypes) with the key messages of never
give up and winning is not everything.
She shared her passion and her drive that comes from her support and she is so
grateful that she has gotten to be a part of such a movement for women in sport. She
was a brilliant role model for the younger students and it was great to see so many
motivated minds leaving the GP room this morning. We really appreciate her coming in.
Thank you Lauren Brazzale.
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Student of the Week

Thursday 24th and Friday 25th October

PB - All of Prep B - For being such great helpers this week! I had SO much fun with you all! From Miss Clarke
PI - Shahana - for persisting at challenges and putting in effort towards her swimming lessons. Keep up the great work!
PM - Ben - for being flexible while finding his best fit group at swimming. Well done Ben!
PN - Alex for your superstar efforts in reading and writing this term - I’m so proud.
1D - Sebastiano - For showing our STRIVE values of teamwork and respect every time you work with others. You are such a
kind person, 1D is lucky to have you!
1M - Audrey - for always putting her best effort into her work. I am so proud of you for how far you have come this year
Audrey!
1/2BT - Manni - for problems solving well and explaining his thinking during maths. Well done, you are incredible.
2EH - Julia - for modelling a ‘think aloud’ of how to do 4 digit vertical addition equations in front of the whole grade. Well done
Julia!
2G - Mia - For writing a fabulously convincing persuasive piece. Your argument just about convinced me to get a class pet!
3/4A - Matthew - For putting so much effort into his persuasive writing piece. You tried so hard to include all of the skills we
have been working on. I may even be considering getting a monkey now…
Zach - for always showing strive and being putting 100% into all learning tasks. Keep it up legend!
3/4B - Ben- for being a trustworthy and responsible member of our class. You consistently display STRIVE values and you
are always caring and thoughtful of others.
3/4M - Noah Having a positive attitude on camp and giving everything a crack. Your courage and bravery
Mandarin - Hilla (3/4B) - For always taking the initiative to broaden her knowledge and extend her abilities across all aspects
of Mandarin since joining our school this year. Fantastic effort, Hilla!
Teacher of the Week - Miss Massa
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Student of the Week

Thursday 31st October and Friday 1st November

PB - Mya - for always demonstrating our school values of STRIVE and being kind to everyone.
PI - Benson - for practising his neat letter formation, slowing down his writing and putting more effort and caring into his school
work. I can see huge improvements in your writing. Keep it up!
PM - All of Prep M - for many sensational BIG WRITE narratives about a cheeky mouse. They were full of wow words and you
blew my socks off!
PN - Henry - For a brilliant start to Term 4! Wonderful writing, super subtraction! What a learning legend!
1D - Isabel - For putting great effort into her learning this week and showing wonderful success! Keep up the great work. 1M - Ava
- For always being an amazing helper in the classroom!
1/2BT - Zac - for being a wonderful member of his reading group when working on plays. You have been helpful, kind and
considerate of others.
2EH - Kyal - For showing our ‘STRIVE’ values by putting his best effort into his learning and his fabulous expression in his play.
2G - Campbell - For working hard to improve your writing. Your piece about our Puppet Show demonstrated how muhc
improvement you have made to your punctuation. Well done Campbell!
2T - Max - For using his expression and body lanauguge during his readers thereter play. Well done Max!
3/4A - Erica - for using her monitoring skills when reading aloud. You have made so much progress towards achieving this goal
and it is a pleasure to listen to you read. Well done.
3/4B - Sabrina - for being a kind and considerate member of our class. Thank you for always thinking of others and going out of
your way to help your friends.
3/4M - Rybek - For working extremely hard on his writing. Your persuasive text on why 3/4M should get a pet lizard really shows
your improvement. I am really proud of you buddy.
3/4D - Lakeita - For using interesting and varied openers to persuade Mrs D to get a class pet. You are a great author!
5/6C - Charlie - For using his creativity to write an awesome ‘choose your own ending’ story about a rainbow unicorn for his prep
buddy. Well done Charlie, Lili will love it!
5/6H - Fin - For being an outstanding, happy camper at Camp Coonawarra. You had amazing manners the whole time and were a
great team player!
5/6M - Kayla - for her amazing resilience and determination to overcome her fears and participate in all activities at Camp
Coonawarra. I am so proud of you!
5/6R - Molly - For challenging herself in so many ways at our school camp. You were all kinds of brave and resilient!
Mandarin - Cadell (1D) for working so effectively with his group when virtually hunting for radicals in Chinese characters during
Mandarin this week.
Library - Lily (2G) - For showing STRIVE values in everything you do and always wanting to help others. Well done Lily!
Teacher of the Week - Mrs McIntosh
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